Tie Dye Coffee Filters

Background Knowledge
There are 6 colors on a basic color wheel. In rainbow order they are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. These six colors make up the color wheel. Red, yellow, and blue are primary colors while orange, green, and purple are secondary colors. Colors directly across from each other can make brown if mixed together correctly, i.e. blue and orange, red and green, and purple and yellow.

What You'll Need:
- Coffee filters
- Washable markers
- Cup of warm water
- Papertowels

Instructions:
1. Fold the coffee filter in half like a taco
2. With the washable markers color both sides of the coffee filter with the same colors/pattern
3. Fold the coffee filter into a triangle and then put that end into the cup of warm water
4. Once water has absorbed into the whole filter remove it carefully from the cup and unfold it on a paper towel.
5. Let dry and enjoy your new masterpiece!